
 

 

ANSWERS 
 
Find the hidden words and circle them. They are written from left to right, right to left, 
top to bottom, and bottom to top. 
 
 

 
 
boiler conducting greatest nearest 
brightest descending landscaper smallest 
bullying developer largest taxes 
conditioning freezing manufacturing voting 

 
 
  



 

 

BONUS Activity 
Spelling drama J 

 
SPELLING RHYMES 
 

Here’s a fun way to remember a spelling rule—make up your own rhyme.  
Here’s some examples:  
Þ When ~ing comes to play, e runs away !. 
Þ “Drop the e before you add ~ing. 

 
Try and make your own Spelling Rhymes with these spelling rules: 
• If the word is a verb and ends in e, drop the e before adding ~ing 

Examples: vote Þvoting  chokeÞchoking 
 

• When a verb ends with the letters ie, change ie to y then add ~ing. 
Examples: dieÞdying  tieÞtying 
 

• If the verb is one-syllable and ends in a vowel next to the final consonant, double 
the final consonant and add the suffix. 
Examples: travel Þ travelling logÞlogging 
Vowels: a, e, i, o, u Consonants: all the other letters of the alphabet. 
 

• The suffix ~er is added to the end of a verb to make it a noun. 
Example: travelÞtraveller 

 
For each word, write the correct suffix: ~er   ~es,  or  ~ing 
 

Rule Word Add the correct 
suffix  

Add ~ing to a verb.  
(To make the verb will function as a noun 
or adjective) 

ascend  
decant  
descend  

If the word is a verb and ends in e, drop 
the e before adding ~ing 
 

breathe  
choke  
exercise   
pasteurise  
sieve  

When a verb ends with the letters ie, 
change ie to y then add ~ing. 

tie  
lie  

If the verb is one-syllable and ends in a 
vowel next to the final consonant, double 
the final consonant and add the suffix. 

log  
travel  
wed  

The suffix ~er is added to the end of a 
verb to make it a noun. 

clean  
poach  

Add the suffix to make the word plural 
business  
octopus  

Tip: Write each of the words you do not know how to spell seven times.  


